
The #1 Disruptive Shift Of 2019: Influencer (or 
Guru or Star) vs. Skilled Digital Marketing 
Agent Harnessing Free Organic Search… 
Things have tipped - this is about why you should think and 
act like an agent instead of an influencer as we enter 2019… 
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From the desk of Mike Long, and David Mills: 

Being insiders in the world of digital marketing for almost two decades now, we’ve been in 
contact (often close and ongoing contact) with well over 1000 people who are on their way up, 
down, or sideways in the online marketing world. And there is a critical trend that has recently 
become very clear, having to do with your choice to focus on being more of an influencer/guru/
star vs. being a skilled agent (who then might do consulting, or joint ventures, or just use their 
skill as a solopreneur) harnessing free organic search - the Elephant in the Room.
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Yes! Organic search - especially Google and YouTube - our specialities - account for 51% of all 
web traffic. Yet organic traffic is so little understood outside of OMG.

We know many influencers (and gurus and stars), with large and impressive followings. However, 
here is the weird truth: Only a handful of them are making decent money.  We can’t tell you 
how often we get asked by them how to make some profit, period. As in, their bottom line is a 
flat line.

We’ve also met, and in many cases know very well, 1000 or more digital marketing agents 
(DMAs). The vast majority of them are making tons of net profit, $10,000+/month and up, in 
many cases, and with very low expenses, risk, and upfront investing.  

Another weird truth is that since being a star or guru or influencer is supposed to be the “it” 
thing, and as they are all constantly posturing about how great they are doing, people who are 
killing it as agents so often tell us they are trying transition to “making it” as a guru or influencer! 
And, like clockwork, when and if they try, their income tanks. (We’re privy to a lot of inside 
reality and truths because we, Mike especially, are often in the trenches talking to, helping, and 
masterminding with other digital marketers..) 
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People are so unaware of this shift!  The reality is overwhelmingly in one direction (agents are 
profiting, influencers are not), and the perception is overwhelmingly in the other direction 
(everybody wants to be an influencer and thinks that will increase their income).

The choice to be an influencer vs. the choice to focus on being an agent can be compared to the 
choice to be like a hunter/gatherer, vs. the choice to be a skilled agricultural farmer.  Success as 
a hunter/gatherer is based mostly on being energetic and having very specialized skill in spotting 
sources of food already growing.  
Success as a skilled agriculturist, which 
yields a massively higher bounty, is 
based on a fuller and more 
comprehensive skill set.  

You focus on how to cultivate and 
develop, rather than just trying to chase 
after and pick plants and game out in 
the wild.  

Just like with hunter/gathering in pre-
agricultural times, guru/influencers have to expend vast amounts of energy looking successful and 
interesting constantly, even flying all over the world to meet people and to make interesting 
images and videos. And there is a ton of competition, and the higher the population that is 
competing, the worse off you are.

A skilled agriculturist, by contrast, doesn’t actually have competition in nearly the same way. 
They have their plot of land, and at that point, it is their skill that produces their yield (profit). 
Sure, on a macroeconomic scale, if there are more potatoes, they might sell for a bit less.  But 
that is a minimal effect. The overall yield from agriculture is thousands of times that of hunter/
gathering.

Another meme that parallels this overall shift, agent vs. influencer,  is focusing on winning vs. 
rhetoric about  fighting.  An agent focuses on actually winning and getting results (past just 
numbers of followers and likes and approval by existing gurus), whereas, a guru tends to use 
language like, “I’m fighting for you,” and likes to talk about their metrics that are disconnected 
from actual net profit, such as gross numbers, number of followers or views, endorsements, name 
dropping, etc.

You can see this mirrored in politics. Politicians, like gurus and influencers, focus on optics 
divorced from real results, so they push the idea that they are fighting. Instead, an agent is about 
getting results and winning, and that is reflected in their winning-focused language.

Next: how do Digital Marketing Agents monetize their skills, how does OMGMachines give 
agents an unstoppable and reliable advantage so that they win… plus why winning Google SEO 
(SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization - and it refers to the free organic listings in Google) is still one 
of two real Elephants in the Room. And why you’re 90%-99% of the way to incredible success!
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The other Elephant, that an agent needs to make profits, has to do with understanding how to 
build out sales funnels connected to traffic on the one end, and fulfillment on the other. 
 OMG’s Digital Marketing Agent program shows that using our unique Over-The-Shoulder 
method, plus augments that with step-by-step training from Agents who are currently doing 
what they show and teach.

The way we each personally became wealthier than either of us even through possible was 
keeping our eye on the ball. I, David focus on Return on Investment - ROI - and I refuse to get 
bamboozled by fuzzy math. And I’m not an easy grader. For example I thought it was perfectly 
possible that mastery of Google SEO would be valuable. But I didn’t take it for granted. As Tai 
Lopez said when he first started talking about OMG - nobody wants to be a sucker. But don’t be 
a cynic either. 

First we tried organic Google SEO free traffic for a relationship advice project. We were nicely 
surprised to each make a tidy 6-figure windfall. But that wasn’t enough for to feel like it’s a 
proven concept, or that it was duplicatable. But it was enough for us to keep investigating. That’s 
why we started OMG with Greg Morrison, a rare Google SEO Grand Master.

We did it in part because Greg had made multiple 7-figures on Google, and also because he 
shared our vision of finding out what would happen for others if they “got” this Google SEO 
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concept down, to where they could master Google themselves. That’s when the fireworks 
started… 

…OMG’ers, armed with this free traffic firepower from Google SEO, started sharing back one 
earnings report after the next after the next. They started coming in so fast that we created the 
poweredbyOMG Instagram channel, just to be able to post them all in one place.

We also got to see first hand the results for Google Search Engine Optimization clients. Greg 
and I, Mike, had one client, Kathryn, with a ServPro water/fire damage restoration business. I 
say “had” because Kathryn’s business went from struggling, even contemplating lay-offs, to 
Kathryn being able to sell it for a million dollars! And the huge swing was from SEO!

Greg and I have another client, a personal trainer, Darren, who went from struggling to get a 
single new client, to now where he’s approaching $30,000 per month, and he’s even opening up a 
2nd gym with the profits! That’s what we call win win win, because it’s abundant, and everybody 
involved wins out. 

Likewise we see OMG’ers winning by being a digital marketing agent, pumping free traffic from 
Google into their own ecommerce, information, brick and mortar and affiliate businesses. The 
profits are staggering. That’s why free traffic from Google is the 1st Elephant in the room.

The 2nd Elephant in the 
Room is understanding 
how to build out sales 
funnels that connect 
traffic all the way to 
fulfillment. Because sales 
are needed for profit, and 
fulfillment is needed for 
sustainability and to 
snowball based on 
referrals, reviews and a 
rock solid real world 
reputation. It might sound 
time consuming to some, 
to go all the way, A to Z, 
traffic to fulfillment. But 
like David said, we keep 
our eyes on the ball. And 
the big profits are in 
snowballing.

Like real elephants, these two “Elephant in the Room” pillars that OMG is built upon are not 
only strong, but they are incredibly stable. And the trend is towards more strength and stability. 
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Why not? As Bloomberg business proclaimed in November 2015 (above) “Clicks Defeat Bricks” - 
referring to the first time that on Black Friday more money was spent online than in brick and 
mortar stores. And the trend has continued up and up and up.

This splash of cold water sent businesses scrambling for people with the skills for the online era.

In the meantime the fortunes of influencers are trending a different way. June 22nd Drudge 
Report included this headline: “Big brands drop social ‘influencers’ over fake follower fears…”

Turns out the big brands are smart to be leery. The number of fake Facebook profiles has 
skyrocketed and is exploding at a geometric pace. I’ve included a shocking chart, below, from that 
Telegraph article that Drudge linked off to with that headline.

January of 2018 it had gotten to where there’s 1.29 fake accounts per 1 legit real business account. 
Just 3 months later, March of 2018 the number of fake accounts nearly doubled!

January 27, 2018, The New York Times 
published a blistering expose called “Follower 
Factory” detailing the sophisticated bots, and 
seedy identity theft going on, behind the 
scenes, to make this all possible, and even 
outing a number of mainstream big stars for 
faking their followings. 

While the number of fake followers skyrockets, 
the arms race of exaggeration amongst 
influencers, who have one up each other  has led 
to a certain inflation of expectations, and 
burnout of increasingly doubting social media 
users. 

One upshot is you hear less and less about 
ecommerce owners having success through 
smart product placement with influencers, and 
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more and more about people getting burned.

While business owners distance themselves from influencers, they are making a bee line to track 
down  those with the rare skills to help them get authentic reach and to funnel traffic all the way 
through fulfillment.

That’s where the HUGE money is going. 

A report from Borrell Associates shared the stark growth of the digital marketing agent services 
space - and especially the jaw dropping numbers when it comes to SEO.

SEO agent services in 2018 topped 70 BILLION dollars!

And that’s just digital marketing agents doing SEO for customers, like roofers and dentists.

That 70 billion dollars doesn’t count digital marketing agents doing SEO for their own 
ecommerce businesses, information businesses, and brick and mortar businesses!

70 BILLION is a huge number. That’s why we’re saying the Elephant in the room, not the bunny 
rabbit in the room. We see the telltale signs inside OMG daily with incredible success going on.

And by success let’s refocus things on net profit. Let’s compare Net Profit with this group of 
stats: Gross profit, followers, email opt ins, endorsements/shout outs, and website hits.
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We became millionaires and have helped over 1000 OMG’er digital marketing agents make 
fortunes by focusing in on net profits and leaving the rest of the stats by the wayside.

There is however one other stat that we like to focus on - which is rankings in Google’s free 
organic search. The reason that’s our other measuring stick is that Google free organic rankings 
are specific, measurable, and so often leads to massive net profit. Plus ranking in Google gives 
you something you can show a potential client or JV partner they can see. And it gets you in the 
habit of winning! OMG is all about winning, winning and then more winning - if you don’t like 
the idea of winning you won’t like OMG.

I, David, am leading a special Elephant in the Room webinar, introduced by Bob Proctor, from 
the New York Times bestseller “The Secret” and featuring Greg Morrison, and another of our 
partners now on OMG, Stephen Floyd - and spotlighting our extraordinary 90-day system!  

The focus of the Elephant in the Room webinar is how OMG’ers are shortcutting their way to 
ROI, and introducing you to our OMG Digital Marketing Agent coaching mastermind program 
and extraordinary 90-day system! Because you’re 90%+ of the way to incredible success.

Greg Morrison has an amazing story. He was waking at 4 in the morning to work as a casino 
operator. Then one day he found out that he was going to be a father, and it ignited a volcano of 
motivation. Greg started spending every extra minute he had, with a clear vision of building a 
future he could be proud of. 

Greg was a part of a small SEO community that we founded, and in the forum for that business 
we got to enjoy Greg’s rise powered by Google SEO. 

In the next year the investment Greg made, and all the times he ignored phone calls and text 
messages to come out for “just 1 beer” added up to over a staggering million dollars in profit!

But more than that Greg spread his expertise in our little underground group, pulling knowledge 
from his almost 1000 websites, posting hundreds of times in our forum, guiding people, 
encouraging them, and even making step by step, over the shoulder videos to explain how to use 
software! That was our idea of what an SEO “player coach” should look like!

In the Elephant in the Room webinar Greg showed how he cuts through the BS that’s out there 
on how to harness Google for firing free traffic to websites and web properties. 

Next you’ll meet Stephen Floyd, a retired Army Ranger, who’s been a digital marketing agent for 
14-years!

Stephen applied that same discipline and caring, which allowed him to rise through the ranks of 
infantrymen into the special operations teams that surgically get massive results during crisis, to 
Return on Investment for himself and for his clients.

He also partnered on four different ecommerce sites, each with struggling product owners, and 
now each incredibly successful!
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Stephen’s part of the Elephant in the room webinar is to really connect the dots for you on where 
the Return on Investment is coming from, and why the profits are so big.

We like to say, because it’s true, that the day Stephen joined our OMG player coaching team is 
also they day people stopped slipping through the cracks. 

We were already tremendously successful with members, but Stephen’s “leave no man or woman 
behind” mentality he developed in the service has been a huge boon to OMG’ers.

Stephen’s calling card is detailed A-through-Z instructions with absolutely nothing left out. He 
gets people from bare bones beginner to a strong competent OMG SEO powered Digital 
Marketing Agent.

Here’s your link to the Elephant in the Room webinar:

Here is a link to your Elephant in the Room webinar! 
But wait! There’s more!

We off the Elephant in the Room webinar with 
two empowering stories from OMG’ers in the 
trenches changing their stars with our 90-day 
system. We’ll leave those two stories for the 
webinar, but we thought we’d include two more 
here in the white paper that you can read, to help 
introduce OMG.

First I’ll tell you about Bolton Alford, from Dallas 
who joined OMG while still in college. Bolton 
looked around and saw where that was going. So 
he joined OMG because he wanted a power skill 
set to become a Digital Marketing Agent.

One of Bolton’s favorite things was taking part in 
our community and interacting virtually with 
OMG’ers in our “city on a hill” community as we 
like to say it. Bolton focused on his training, both 
learning the ins and outs of SEO and digital 
marketing, and  David’s success blueprint, Law of Implication. It was a proud day when Bolton 
drove off the lot in a new BMW with OMG ROI!

Next there’s Luke Gray. Luke dropped out of college because of a bad vibes he felt watching his 
student loan debt soar, while those graduating ahead of him were struggling to get good jobs.

After trying a few different online marketing and ecommerce courses Luke was feeling frustrated 
when he couldn’t get results.
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When he saw OMG it sparked something special for Luke. His favorite thing we liked to say is 
“In life you build, or you beg. Build something great for yourself, or beg for jobs, raises, vacation 
time, and not to get fired.” Our 90-day system made all the difference for Luke!

Because Luke poured heart and soul, just like Bolton he learned SEO and digital marketing, and 
also just like Bolton, Luke focused on David’s Law of Implication and especially David’s Alchemy.

When Luke drove off the lot in a brand new Audi he went to a tattoo shop - #build on his wrist!

There’s two forces that make OMG genuinely awesome - over and above that we were wise/lucky 
enough to focus in on excellence with Google SEO fueled Digital Marketing Agent skills at this 
exciting time of ascension.

The first force is the way we take beginners, like Bolton and Luke, and help them go absolutely 
all the way from brand new with zero skills, to mastery level. The second force is the way we are 
THE place to be for digital marketing agents - both those who started with OMG, and even 
those who somehow found their way, so far, without us.

Our method for making both forces possible is the same nuclear power plant: our Anchored 
Mastermind. The idea with a mastermind from Napoleon Hills’ days was that you’d find these 
great minds and put them together in 
harmony. But normally beginners don’t have 
that opportunity.

And even those who can afford a 
mastermind - these days $25,000 is the 
typical starting point for a mastermind - 
then typically the primary value you’re 
offered is others paying the same. To be 
compelling for beginners through experts 
we anchored our mastermind with Greg, 
Stephen, and 3 other spectacular millionaire 
digital marketing agents - all successful, 
replicatable and caring enough to make sure 
all questions are answered.  

Yes of course like a traditional mastermind 
our members are wellsprings of information 
and inspiration for one another. But they 
aren’t the primary source - for that we draw 
from our incredible OMG player coaches. 
At OMG Live I often ask for a show of 
hands as to who’s making a killing with OMG. I set this page up to share some of the incredible 
responses! They were like you, who were 90% of the way there - till OMG connected the dots.
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Clockwise from upper left we’ve got Stephen Floyd, Greg Morrison, Joshua “Fletch” Fletcher, 
Mike Long, Liz Herrera, Joe Marfoglio, Jake Tanner (who’s in an incredible 2019 player coaching 
residency with us this year!) and finally David Mills. 

Each of these people are 7-figure earners, yet none were born with silver spoons. In fact each of 
us had times of great financial burden and struggle when things looked really bad. So we know 
what it’s like to be out there trying to change your stars! That’s what our 90-day system is about!

And most importantly each of us are digital marketing agents who have helped people from 
beginner all the way to massive success and every stop in between. Ok! See you on the webinar!

Here is a link to your State of Digital Marketing 2019 Webinar Replay!
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